Color Models: RGB vs CMYK
Channels panel in Photoshop

RGB Color Model - Emitted Light
1. The RGB color space is used for screens and monitors
Web, smart phone, tablets, video
2. RGB files have three color channels
Red, Green, Blue
3. Digital cameras and scanners record color in RGB.

CMYK Color Model - Reflected Light

RGB has three color channels

1. The CMYK color space is used for printed materials.
2.CMYK files have four color channels
Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black
3. First color correct images from cameras or scanners in RGB,
then convert them to CMYK if targeted for print.

File Size
1. A CMYK file size will be larger than the RGB version. Why?

CMYK has four color channels

Color Gamuts
The number of colors that we can see surpasses that which can be represented
by either the RGB or CMYK color gamuts. The RGB color space can reproduce
about 70% of the colors that can be percieved by the human eye.

The colors of “Balloon Dog” by Jeff Koons will be most
vibrant in person. The next best color representation will be
on screen. The least vibrant will be in print.

Color Models are Device Dependent
What is a Device-Dependence Model?
• Color models are typically reproduced on a devices specific to the model.
• Screens are RGB devices and printers are typically CMYK devices.

		 Offset lithorgraphy presses are CMYK
		 Large digital presses are CMYK
		 Many smaller digital printers print in CMYK, but accept RGB files

Targeting
• So Many Devices, So Many Colors: Which is Correct?

	Because a designer sees their work in multiple color spaces during
production, knowing the exact color of a final image is difficult. First the
image is viewed on screen (an RGB device), then a proof is printed on a
desktop inkjet (CMYK device), and finally the image is printed on either a
digital or offset press (CMYK) by a printing company. Which one of these
devices will reproduce the correct color? The goal of the production process
is to target the color of the image for its final destination; typically this means
either the Web or Print, but it can also mean targeting for a specific printer.		

Mulitple RGB displays with different calibration
settings create uneven output.

Pantone Color
Why use spot colors?
1. For Consistency
Spot colors are consistent from print job to print job.
CMYK color combinations may shift from print job to print job.
	The colors for corporate logos are most often specified as spot colors. In the
US, spot colors are usually specified using the Pantone Matching System or
PMS.
Coke Red is PMS 484

Not all Pantone colors convert
precisely to their CMYK equivalent.

UH Red is PMS 186 C
http://www.uh.edu/marketing/brand/graphic-standards/style-guidelines/color/

The UH logo uses Pantone 186. PMS 877,
silver, is the second color in the brand
color palette.

Apple six color rainbow logo
1976–1998. Each color was
a spot color. Not a good
design decision. Every time
the logo was printed, it
required an expensive six
color print job.

Pantone Color
Why use spot colors?
2. Registration
	Spot colors prevent potential misregistration of small type.
Specifying small text or rule lines as CMYK will most likely result
in misregistered printing. Aligning all four colors precisely for
thousands of sheets of paper is difficult. Instead, make small
text either 100% black or a spot color.

Small text or text reversed out of a color is best done with a
spot color to avoid misregistration.

Pantone Color
Why use spot colors?
3. Bright Colors
Spot Colors are often brighter than CMYK colors.
Pantone colors also come in Metallic, Neon and Pastel Colors.
4. Two-color designs
	Using only 1, 2 or 3 colors for a project can be a strategic design
choice.

At top, Volume Inc. used blue and black
for a vintage feel. At bottom, Pentagram
Design used bold colors for the Atlantic
Theater Company to communicate energy
and experimentation.

Duotone, Tritone & Quadtone Images
How to make images for two color jobs
Duotone, tritone and quadtone images use 2, 3 and 4 colors respectively.
These images are typically built with pantone colors. If a print job is using
two spot colors, for example Pantone Black 7 C & Pantone Warm Gray
11 C, all other design elements, typography and shapes, also have to use
these two colors.

A Photoshop duotone file. The channels show the two spot colors.

The same Photoshop file. With the individual channels turned
off, you can see the influence of the two spots.

Number of Colors
How many colors?
The number of colors in a print job determines the kind of press on which it is
printed and will influence the printing cost.

A four-color image. This can be placed in a CMYK print file.
The result will be a 4-color job.

A six-color image. The CYMK colors have been converted to
six individual spot colors. If this is placed in a CMYK print file,
the result will be a ten-color print job!

CMYK & Black Ink
Why use black ink in four-color printing?

RGB - equal parts results in gray

RGB
In the RGB color model, equal parts red, green and blue will create either
white, neutral gray or black, depending on the equal percentages of each
color mixed.
CMY
Cyan, magenta, and yellow do not create a neutral color. Instead equal parts
of these colors make brown. That is why black is added to the mix.

90% red, green,
		blue

60% red, green,
		blue

20% red, green,
		blue

CMYK - equal parts results in brown

90% cyan, mag,
		yellow

60% cyan, mag,
		yellow

20% cyan, mag,
		yellow

Black Ink
Rich Black
Process colors are transparent
	100% black will not provide opaque cover for colors printed beneath it. Why?
Process colors are transparent. In order to completely cover other colors, mix
colors to create a rich black.
How to Mix a Rich Black
There are many possible rich black combinations. No matter which one you
choose, it should include 100% black and at least one or more process colors.
		 100% black + 50% magenta = warm black
		 100% black + 50% cyan = cool black
		100% black + 60% cyan + 40% magenta + 40% yellow = more neutral
rich black
Registration and Rich Black?
	Before using a rich black, ask yourself if small type or rule lines will have to
register through it. If so, use only 100% black. Don’t use a rich black for
small text either. It isn’t necessary and will only create registration problems
on press.
Make this background 100% black
t0 avoid misgregistration when
knocking out 10 point type.

